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new publications
the journal of multilingual and multiculturalMulticultural development is a quarterly journal containing

articles making a contribution to theory those reporting research studies and those de-
scribing educational systems teaching or learning strategies or assessment procedures
subscriptions are available from tietocieto ltd 4 bellevue mansions bellevue road Clevedon
avon bs21 7nuanu england

SPEASPEAQQ journal is a bilingual english french quarterly for language teachers and researchers
it features research articles and reports on curriculum design materials preparation and
classroom activities send requests to SPEAQ 2121 rue ste mathieu Montrmontrealealdaleai quebec
h3hhah 2j32jaj3 canada

studies in second language acquisition is devoted to problems and issues in second language
acquisition and foreign language learning defined broadly to include the problems of language
contact interference transfer and pidginization it appears twice yearly subscription
requests should be sent to studies in second language acquisition 602 ballantine hall
indiana university bloomington indiana 47405 USA

language learning and communication a journal of applied linguistics in chinese and english
focuses on language teaching and language learning in china hong kong singapore and other
regions where there is a tradition of chinese culture in education it is published three times
yearly contact subscription department 2045204522 john wiley & sons 605 third avenue
new york NY 10158 USA

the TEAL occasional papers editorial committee of the association of BC TEAL has
recently published the first volume of conference proceedings a collection of timely and
informative articles based on presentations at the TEAL 8811 TESL canada conference held
in vancouver in march 19811981 volumes 3 4 and 5 oftealoftedalof TEALthal occasional papers are also
available send orders to TEAL occasional papers association of BC TEAL co BCTF
2234 burrardberrard street vancouver BC v6jvij 311931 19 canada

teaching in the peoples republic of china an orientation booklet intended for those who
anticipate teaching in china is available from bob quick box 5051 TRtk santa fe new
mexico 87501 USA

information consulting associates is a research service which provides data on demand to
individuals educational organizations and multinational corporations involved with fostering
intercultural communication in the US and abroad recent topical reports include directory
of intercultural education newsletters information on over 90 newsletters taste the differ-
ence how cultural conditioning affects our eating habits and cultures in contact faa com-
pilationpilation of anecdotes funny sad and embarrassing which provide insight into cultural
miscommunication contact information consulting associates PO box 1296 depart-
ment B teaneckTeaneck new jersey 07666 USA




